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The meeting was.called.to order by Warren A. Bishop, Chair.

Defense Waste Committee '

Mr. Bishop referredto the presentationyesterday by the.'staff of--
the High-Level Radioactive Defense ,Waste at Richland~andtheir,.
proposals for the temporarily st6red defense wastes there. 'They
also discussed the proposals.that..will be contained in the EIS-for-
the'permanent; storage of defense-'wastes. He.-sked Andrea Beatty. -

Riniker,.Chair.of the'Defen e'Waste.Committee.of;ther.Board, to make
a few observations'regardingi'thatI,me6ting. ;

Ecology Director,,Riniker said at the.-first meeting of-the.Defense ,
Waste'Committee-severall.items rwere,.discussed as.some of the,reasons
defense waste was .an..issueforithestate: (1) w-hile economics were
important, defense 'waste disp6sal';should'not bedetermined only -by-
economics; (2) although there-was.:concern about'the defense waste
portion of the wastes'at Hanford,`the decision'to'commingle would
have an effect on wherever the repository might be,.sited.in terms of
a repository size and construction; and (3) transportation continued
to be'a concern.

At the presentation by the U.S. Department of Energy yesterday, she
said Jerry White gave a very thorough presentation of the outline of
the issues and the USDOE proposals in terms of the EIS for handling
of those defense wastes. He was very clear to point out their major
objective was to get beyond storing defense wastes and get them into
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an appropriate disposal. Mr. White announced that the draft EIS
should be released in February and the USDOE was interested in a
rather extensive public involvement process on the EIS, with 120
days allowed for this tooccur. He said they were trying to make
crear they did'-hot wish'th6 issue to be of'insufficient time or
inlormatkon with the desire for all parties to focus on the main
points of the proposal, rather than the procedural issues.

rz

Diiector.'Riniker reported thatthe presentation was essentially a
briefing:'with little time f6r'discussion. She said the next meeting
ofthe Defense Waste Committee is scheduled for early January, at
which time the necessary-steps the state must take to gear up for
the EISZreview will be discussed.

A final copy of the focus paper on the defense waste issue for
Washington State, prepared by Envirosphere Company, was distributed.
A-copy'6of this paper'is'available from the Office of High-Level
Nuclear Wast& Management-upon request. K)

In addition, Mr. Bishop referred to the outline of the USDOE pre-
sentation made yesterday.;,,-Copies were furnished the members of the
Board ~an'd'the~jpubl'ic.;''7

tMr."Bishop-asked-&Terry- Husseman, Program Director, to announce the
informational meeting plannied for Thursday, January 16, 1986. Mr.
Husseman said it was becoming traditional to have a special informa-
tional meeting on important issues the day before the regular meet-
ing of the Board. This gives an opportunity, he said, to go more in
depth on a particular subject. The Yakimas, the Nez Perce, and the
Umatillas have been invited to make a Joint presentation to the
Board and the Council on January 16 at 1:30 p.m. to focus on their
concerns about how the Hanford site and the potential for locating-a
repository there affects their~possessory and'usage rights and their
treaty rights. The'place of the meeting will be announced as soon'
as an appropriate place is located.

Mr. Bishop reported'thrde new committees of the Advisory Council had
been formed that morning: Public Involvement, Local Government, and
Science and Techn6logy . 'All three groups'will be engaged in the.,
outreach program in their specific areas. -

Mr. Bishop'said'th'e Council passed a motion t6 be presented to the
Board formally, which would allow controlled public comment on the
important items on'which the Board would take formal action. He''
suggested a trial'run`at'this meeting to give the,Board the oppor-
tunity to react to the motion at'the January meeting.

The minutes of the November 15, 1985 meeting were approved as pub-.'
li'shed.
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Correspondence '

Mr. Bishop-referred to three pieces of correspondence contained in
the member's notebooks:

1. Letter dated November.29,,1985, from the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission, in response to the Board's Resolution concerning the
preliminary determination of suitability for development of a
geologic site for a high-level nuclear waste repository.

The Resolution urged the U.S.-Department of Energy to change
its position and make the preliminary determination of suitabil-
ity after site characterization in order to ensure that there '
would be three licensable, potential repository sites.''-It also,
urged the NRC to insist'that:USDOE changeits policy'if the' NRC

> were to continue its concurrence in the Siting Guidelines. 'The
response from the NRC'reconfirms their decision to concuir in the
Siting Guidelines, as stated in the'two opinions attached from
*the Commissioners. In explaining the correspondence, 'Mr.
Husseman said there was'a majority opinion which acknowledges
there was an agreement betwee'n the NRC and the.USDOE'that pre-
liminary'determination would be made after site characterizatidn
and that USDOE changed its 'mind.!"However, the majority of the,
Commissioners felt thisdid'-not'affect their'decision on'con-
currence on the Siting' Guidelines.' Commissioner Asselstine
presented the opposing view, which is along the lines of the
position the state has held.

2. Letter dated-November 20, '1985, to6Benard'C. Rusche, Director,'
Office of Civilian Radioactive'Waste Management,'USDOE,' in
response to Representative 'Nelson's motion- concerning the eco-
nomic risk analysis and the consideration of 'economic'riik in'
ranking of the sites. To date there has been no response.

3. Letter dated October 28,'1985,"to Congressman Morris K. Udall
and signed by Governor Booth Gardner. The subject was liability
for incidents related to high-level radioactive waste trans-
portation,"'storage, and disposal,' and supported the Vucanovich
amendment but 'pointed out it should be expanded to include.
defense wastes. ' '- ' ' ,, -

Status of Low-Level Compact Process' ' '

Elaine Carlin,' Offi'ce'of Hazardous Substances and Air Quality of the
Department of Ecolog'y, reported the Udall Bill, which will amend the
Low-Level Radioactive Waste PolicytAct of 1980, was approved by the
United States'Congress yesterday evening. At: the same time,. all of
the Interstate Compact ratification bills were approved.- Ms., Carlin
said Senator'Evans was able to reach .a compromise position with,-
other Senate principals on.Wednesdaynight. The compromise involved
provisions for milestones and penalties which apply to non-:sited
states and regions. The final-bill was a combination of provisions
from'House and Senate draft versions, about 80% of the House version
(HR 1083) was included in the final bill, and January 1, 1993
remains the date by which out-of-region waste may be excluded from
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the N'orthwest region. The total cap on out-of-region waste for the
Richland site is 9.8 million cubic feet for the seven-year transi-
tion. period-, beginning January 1, 1986 and ending December 31,. 1992.
This figure,. Ms. Carlin said, is based on an average annual volume'
of 1.4 million cubic feet of low-level radioactive waste.

Ms. Carlin reported that the mixed-waste provisions that were in
several of the draft bill's were removed from the final bill. The
decision was made to hold hearings by both houses next year on this
issue, and-the issue'should be dealt with in a separate bill.'

Mr. Bishop requested an analysis of the provisions of the Udall bill
which would be furnished'the Board and Council members.

Public Involvement -

Marta Wilder reported the.Public Involvement Committee appointed
this morning-will be chaired by Sam Reed of Olympia,,with Betty.
Shreve'of Wenatchee, Jim.Worthington of the TrinCities, Phyllis
Clausen of Vancouver,.and.Russell.Jim of the Yakima Indian Nation
serving on th'e Committee.- The Local Government Committee will be
chaired by Bill Sebero of Pasco, with Bob Rose of Olympia, Terry
Novak'of Spokane, Nancy Hovis of Yakima, and Harry-Batson of Mill-
wood serving on that.Committee. The Science and Technology Commit-
tee-will be working withMax Power of the Washington Institute for
Public Policy. ''It will be.chaired by Professor Philip Bereano of
Seattle, with Dr'.: Estella Leopold of Seattle, and Pam Behring of
Spokane serving on.the Committee.

Ms. Wilder said one of the tasks of the Advisory Council, through
its.committees,...will be.to.develop an overall public involvement
plan. In addition, she said, the citizens' survey is under discus-
sion and the Chair charged the committees to determine whether or
not.to proceed with such a survey.

Ms. Wilder said the Office is in the process of interviewing for an
Editorial Assistant, with the hope of having someone on board in
January..

Senator Goltz referred toRepresentative Rust's concern about the
problem.of trying to get the public perceptions.accurately defined
when the major morning newspaper in the state in its headline stated
that "The Fight is Over", in effect as there would be no nuclear
waste dump at Hanford. He said this was based upon the.low-level..,
legislation upon which Ms. Carlin had reported, and it'seemed to him
a stronger connection"-with''the Editorial Boards, headline'writers-1
and others who deal with this issue in the public'media must be.
made.: He asked if such a team'within the'Ad'vis6ry Council or the
Offi'ce existed to handle' this function.' Ms. Wilder'responded the'
Editorial Boards'had been visited in the past, and with the new
Council'committees a'pkrocess for such visits will be'developed.
Senator Goltz also'mentioned the release of'the' Envirbnmental
Assessment and'an.'Environmental Impact Statement on defense wastes;`
in the same timeframe''would' present'additional confusion for the;
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public. It was pointed out because of the slippage -in- the..EA, 1ithere
was the possibility' these two documents might not both be published
at the same time. ,Senator Goltz,-,suggested 7,Marta.Wilderilay out a
plan to .more systematicallyandrfthoroughly,,reach;the- public media
for-,briefings... He felt;;the .major, path.of ,communication-tojthe
public.,was through the-media. ;,,^Herthought -a.careful contact with the
proper parties in the!media would serve.the purposes better.

! - C a,, a , C ; J _r ',' A ~ ' a . ,. ,. E^

Representative Rust added her endorsement for the need of more media
education and referred, to, Channel,,5',earlier showing .the low-level
site while reporting thenewsjof;'the, deep'geological,-repository.
She, felt much of ,the 'problem lay-,with- the news writers..-;,

Ranking Methodology Review Process, ; ',,,-;-

Don'-Provost recalled ' that: orAi t .'1 Governor, Gardne'r ini' testimony
befbre Co'ngress requested USDOE to pa'use andrreview' 'the meThodology
being used to rank the'sites"'-s'pecifi'cally'Chapter7'In August the
USDOE developed a new method which was sent to 'the Nitional Academy
of Sciences in September. In late Oct'ober" the National Academy
reviewed the method 'and 'agrbeedwith itV but expressed concernabout
implementation'- of the methbd` athey'felt a' review 'should be made of
how 'it woul&dbe' implemen'ted'.-,-The'USDOE'a'gireed to do this.and the
National" Academy ' was' asked .,to 1'*,'ooK' at'mthe i plemnentation . On
December" 14-16, -theIAcadeimy imt to begin;the review> iThe-Office had
requested- ain o'6bserver from' thee' s'tatevof Washington 'attend that meet-
ing,''a'nd ak'iequest' was 'made' to' the&'USDOE officials' 'ata Quarterly
meeting on' December'3.- '-USDOE inidiicated'they p'referred to''have the
meeting private as the' stat'es weire-'bia'sed and their viewpoints might
be disruptive ,:although 'thev r'eqiest was tohave 'only aii' observer at
the meeting. '

Because the state decided not to force attendance at the. meeting, a
letter' 'to' John Herringtonh' Secretaryof'the U.S. Depar'itmneint' of
Energy,was drafted.' The lfette?'asks for consultation- onnthe'rahnk
ing methodology' iisue"'and was presented to the Board for authoriza-
tion'. 'r. Provost said tie'next 'neing between the' National Aca-7.
demy ahnd USDOE is sch'eduled-fori"Januari-y 14-16,"'but no'infor'iti`n_
had been secured from the December meeting.

Mr. Esch'els commentecfthe draft letter 'appeared to6be' reason'ab&ie,"
coinsi'stent, and apro6priate. 'He imoved 'the Cha irbe authorized' to d
send'the 'proposed l'e'tte.-The-motion was seconded.

Public Comment

Dr.,Leopold of the-Advisory-Council--suggested acopy of-,the letter,,
be sent-to Frank Pressof the.NationalAcademy. -Senator Goltzi-
suggested 'copfesb',e sent -to allmembers ,of, thetWashingtonS~tate ,
Congressional delegationas they should be aware,,of the-difficultyi
the Nuclear Waste Board is having to obtain information from the
U.S. Department of Energy.

The motion was called and carried unanimously. (Copy of letter to
John Herrington is attached.) -
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Committee Reports

*Environmental.Monitoring. Dr. John Beare, Chair of the Com-
mittee,.reported the Committee studied three basic issues at its
'meeting'on4'December 10.

1. Review6of:the report of-the monitoring at Hanford under-
-' contract .with"the Washington:-Department of Ecology and

'USDOE. :This monitoring is being'done to determine'a'base-
line-for the'lenvironmental contamination by radiation. He'
referred'to'Attachment #1 in the notebooks, covering the
period of March 19 through September 30, 1985.

.2. Review of Dr. Milham's cancer mortality study "downwind" of
Hanford, precipitated- by the increasing interest by resi-
dents-living in the'area of'Hanford and to some'extent-a'
recent conference held in Spokane. In response to some
concern in Franklin County,.'Dr. Milham-of.:the'DSHS staff'
conducted.-his study contained in the notebooks. He con-...
cluded..essentially there was no increase in the total cancer
mortalityorrin specific cancer types in the "downwind" area
of Franklin.County.

3. The major area of, discussion was to review.the work done,.
sponsored jointly by USDOE and the Center for Disease Con-.
trolzat the'Savannah -River operations.. This work reviewed
the epidemiologic studies relative to the population.sur-
roundin'g_.that site. Itfwas the consensus-of the committee,
following discussionof the Savannah River.,report,-that such
a.study,.would be helpful--not only to identify the areas of
concern:of.the general public and perhaps the Board,.but
also.to call together leading experts-in the field to.review
again the work that has been done relative to cancer morbid-
ity/mortality, and to determine if additional studies should
be carried out.

In'connection with the third issue,,.a draft Resolution requested the
U.S..Department-of.Energy to arrange for the Center for Disease Con-
tr'ol (DDC).to do.a-'similar piece of work, along-with the state, and
hold. such a.coinference for Hanford as soon as is reasonably practic-
ablee,was presented to the Board. Dr. Beare moved the adoption of
Resolution 85-7'. '

Dr. Beare-added he.had touched.base with the Center for Disease Con-
trol, and they. indicated they were more than willing to work on.the
issue'. He said he'had also contacted Mike Lawrence in Richland, and
an official request from the Board should get some action.

Representative Nelson said it was important to point out this would
bhe'their first step,- the first effort, 'to-ascertain the extent-of
any health risks or problems. This study, he-said, if-it parallels
the SavannahrRiver'study,'would'simply'identify the appropriate
health stuidies that should and could be done if there are problems..
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The second step, he thought, would be to select an''appropriate
agency to carry out those studies, should they be necessary.

Dr. Beare added that first would be the identification of the ques-t
tions that need to be answered,'and then a look taken at the rele-'
vant existing studies and literaturelto see if those questions had
been answered. The third step would be to'identify additional
studies for those unanswered questions and a'decision made as to
what should then be done. -He-said he was'aware there is much mater-
ial available that could be applied. Those unanswered questions
should be identified and prioritized in terms of what'is'realistic-
ally possible within realistic timeframes, as opposed to studies
that might take generations to obtain an answer, Dr. Beare said.

The question was called and-Resolution 85-7 was passed unanimously.

Transportation Policy Committee.- Richard-Watson, Chair of the
Transportation Policy Committee,-reported the Committee met yester-
day afternoon following:the Defense-Waste Committee meeting. The
major activity was to review draft comments on the USDOE'Draft
Transportation Institutional Plan. The Committee submitted a draft
letter of comments to Robert;E. Philpott,-Office of Civilian Radio-
active Waste Management, for Board reviewand authorization. Mr.
Watson said it was reflective''of'the-feeling of the Committee about
the lack of substance in the materials and processes in the Plan.

Mr. Watson summarized the letter-and moved the Chair be authorized
to send the letter to the U.S.-Department of Energy. The motion was
seconded.

Senator Goltz offered one editorial suggestion in Item 1,-which was
accepted by the Board. Mr. Watson commended the Department of
Emergency Response f6io their presentationi to the Committee on' their
emergency response plans for'hazardous materials. Mr. Bishop-sug-
gested this Department make a 'presentation to the Board and to the
Council which could be arranged'fo'r a later meeting.

Representative Nelson asked to what extent would the state be ready
to respond to accidents that.might arise through the transport of
the Taiwanese waste, or any-other kinds of spent fuel or high-level
waste that comes to or through the state prior to the opening of a
repository. Mr. Watson said the Transportation Policy Committee is
focusing on the long haul-trans'portation concerns under the Nuclear
Waste Policy'Act. As of now, he said,, USDOE had not granted the
original request to treat near-term-shipments as NWPA shipments. He
asked Mr. Eschels to respondon the'near-term plans. Mr. Eschels
said he had compiled a listtof-suggestions each of the agencies had
made and submitted the list'to USDOE'in Richland, which is coordin-
ating the domestic fuel shipments.. To date, he said, he had -had no
response to this list.' He said he'suspected USDOE officials would '
react favorably, but vaguely.

Mr. Eschels said "layers of protection" for the state and its people
had been laid out in this list. Location was the first item--should
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the fuel not have to be brought here, there would be no exposure.
Second, if it must be brought here, the goal is to have safe and
uneventful transportation into or through the state. Should there
be an event, the question becomes one of response, and following
that the question of liability (see attached list).

Representative Nelson asked if it would be appropriate to link these
two efforts, stating the Board's position that the emergency systems
that'need to be in.place-for these shipments prior to the opening of'
a repository should be there and USDOE should accede to the Board's
position.. on that.. Mr. Watson said his concern was locking the state
into near-term.. positions-which may, after greater consideration and'
planning, may not result .in.the best position'in the long term.' Mr'.-
Eschels. concurred with Mr. Watson and said one condition in the
near-term letter was that the state would "adapt" the provisions as
more as learned.,

Representative Nelson said-he had heard the concern about the state
being ready to respond should there be an accident involving any of
the near-term shipments'. His understanding was that the state was
not going to be as ready to respond as it would be later on, and he
thought USDOE -should be-told the states needed-to be ready. Mr.
Watson said he thought this point could be included in the letter.

Dr. Beare stated -that.the-state of Washington' would respond to a
near-term accident, as it would now to a low-level nuclear incident.
It might be necessary to call for federal resources for assistance, I
he said, but as far as the Department of Social and Health Services
response is concerned, it would be no different. The system would
be activated and. Emergency Services and other appropriate agencies
would also be responding, even though there is no long-range plan in
place.

Public Comment -

Dr. Leopold of' the Advisory Council said she was concerned about the'
whole subject, and'would'like to have the question asked if it were
necessary to have -foreign high-level radioactive wastes crossing the-
state of Washington. She said she was concerned as there are
already military and commercial wastes being transported across the
state.

Mr. Watson suggested th'e insertion of a final paragraph to read as
follows:

"Finally, we would point out that transportation of high-level
nuclear wastes-occur frequently today.. For these wastes we-
expect the' same degree of concern for safety and -security and..
!commitment to- coordination with, 'and support for, state and
local agencies as'we expect from the transportation system to

'be developed under the'Nuclear Waste Policy Act."

It was' moved and seconded the suggested letter be sent to Mr.
Philpott of USDOE. The motion carried unanimously.
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Contractor Assistance.' Ray Lasmanis, Chair-'of the Contractor"
Assistance Committee, reported an emergency meeting was'held on
December 18. The meeting was 'convened to consider the.impact'of
recent action by the U.S. Department of Energy. He said Terry -

Husseman called their attention' to'the October 15, 1985'issue of the
Commerce Business Daily, .in which a..USDOE.-RFPfor architect-engineer
services contained the following clause:,

"The ,resulting contract will bar the contractor, sits member
firms,' any subcontractor or''consultant, including any affili-
ates of the foregoing from'performing for other than DOE, work
having pertinence to the DOE Civilian Radioactive Management
Program." - -

Mr. Lasmanis said within one week the Board's prime contractor,
Envirosphere, served notice they are withdrawing from their con-
tract, effective December 31,41985. This action by USDOE will
create a brain and'techni'cal drain nationwide, he said, and will
make'it extemely difficult for states and tribes to obtain the tech-
nical expertise' to assist them in high-level nuclear waste matters.
It was the recommendation of the Committee that a letter of protest
be sent to Benard C. Rusche bythe Chair, Warren A. Bishop.- A draft
letter was distributed to the Board for consideration and authoriza-
tion. '

Further business of the Committ'ee included reviewing the Office
Staffing Plan, and Mr. Hussemahn advised that on December 12 the
State Personnel Board reviewed the new job class called "Nuclear
Waste Specialist" and approved six positions. Mr. Husseman added
that the next ,step will be to obtain Richland USDOE approval of the
Staffing Plan., He considered it a reasonable staffing approach and
said he anticipated no problems in that regard. Mr. Lasmanis said.
this approval wasi'needed as it-covered the Program M.anagers,'which
would determine the type of contracts that could be, administered in
the future.

The next item was consideration of a geotechnical contractor.' Dr.
Brewer reported staff is in the process of putting'together a
broadly-scoped proposal, which will allow-mini-proposals to-address
special problems.

Defense waste was reviewed in light-of the upcoming release'of the'
draft Environmental'Impact Statement. The stute will have 120 days
to'respond to the&EIS and-th6eRFP-will be needed by the middle 'of
January. In anticipation of this need, the staff is preparing an
RFP, and the Committee en'dorsed .thisieffort-as time -is of;the
essence.

'Concerning socioeconomic issues, Mr. Lasmanis said that Committee,
headed by'Curt Eschels, is 'currently scoping issues for an RFP with
a draft Memorandum of Agreement between Washington State University
and the Department of Ecology approved by the Committee. William
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FreIudenburfgi:of WSU will be the principal worker to assist the Com-
mitt''ee in the' preparation of a detailed RFP. This effort will be
rdp6rted' lateri'by Curt Eschels, he said.

En'vironm'ntal mIionitbring-needs' were reviewed by Dr. Beare earlier,
and-with thef-p'assage of'Resolution'85-7, the health effects study,
contract wil-l go'forWvard; Mr. Lasmanis said.

The Oregon contract'was reviewed by the Committee. It is close to
final forff'and'shbiild be in'plabe'by January 1. It calls for two
salaried'pbsition's, a hydrologist and a radiation health specialist.
They will ex'aimin'e-a! n'umrber'of issues including possible groundwater
movement under' the Columbia'River and environmental monitoring.
issues;

The Public Opinion Survey was discussed, and Committee work will
depend upon Advisory Council action in that area.

In.summary, Mr. Lasmanis'said, the suggested letter'needs to be sent
to'USDOE noting' tfie stat`e's' concerns about the' contractor restric-
tions'that:'w'iild"exclude'technicians, scientists, 'and laboratories
from state acces's'. The'Committee endorsed the staff effort to
produce an RFP' for'Defense-- Waste EIS review.

Dr. Beare inquired hodWah RFP to secure an expert would impact the
ability of the"stat'> in' review-of'the EIS on defense wastes. Mr.-
Lasffdnis said'for-s'ome' types of contracts there was no doubt there
would be' a'negativd impact_, but since defense wastes do not come
unde rthe NuclearWasV&Policy Act, there'jmight be no concern. Mr.
Hussem'an recalled:' the'ofi6ing'disagreemeht' betw'een the' state and -the
U-.S'. Departfmfent of Ene'rgy' as to what' funding could be provided-under
the Nu'clear' Wast'e Pdlic'yAct ais it' relatds 't-o defense wastes. The
state's position'-has sbeen'that the defense'lwastb situation at Han-
ford is completely within-the scope of study which the Nuclear Waste
Board must do 'to 'cart`out-'its role to look' at' the' advisability of
selecting Hanford'as' a" repository'site. 'Recommendation will
definitely be made, hesaid, that the'requested funding from USDOE
be-provided under the-NWPA.

Secondly, he-said, Wa'shi'fgton was thed first state to 'become aware of
the new'USDOE p6licy', pkartiicularly'because it directly affected
Envirosph'ere' and their"'plans for the future. Mr. Husseman said the
st'ate'brought this'up' for'discussion at the Atlanta Quarterly meet-
ing two weeks ago. At these meetings the states and tribes meet:
together on the first day'to discuss common issues, upon which there
is-not always' mdtual' agreement. On' this particular issue there was
unanimous' agreemen't 'th'at` the new'policy' could' be' of concern to any
state' or tribe' involved in the'process. On' the'following day when'
thi'e states'and tribes" presented their concerns 'to USDOE, this was,
the first one raised. The response from USDOE was that they will
look' into thibs-policy'and'consider whether or not it is an advisable
o'iie,' with a' fep'orf t'to' om'e back later. No respohse has yet been
received', he said', and' it' was' felt this is' an issuie that needed to
be brought up' t'6' the'Boar'd' le'vel.
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Dr. Brewer was asked to comment'on the availability of contractors.
He said he thought it.would be possible to employ some footwork
while the'policy' is being sorted out. 'He thought it would-be in
USDOE's best interest,''as well'.as'that of the states and tribes, to
come back with a reasonable plicy''defining in much more specific.
terms what constitutes a conflict of interest. He thought it would
be advisable to give Mr. Rusche.an opportunityto respond.,,

It was moved and seconded the.draft'letter be approved as written
and forwarded to Ben Rusche. Theimotion carried unanimously.

Socioeconomic. Curt Eschels, Chair of the Committee,.reported
the Committee at its'last meeting.had considered the two phases of
funding that are available: (1)' the early stages when grants are
available from USDOE which are in lieu of the taxes; (2) a series of
payments that are to offset the impacts that governments will face,
because of the characterization and possible construction and opera-
tion of a repository.

The state:Department of Revenue'is-still looking at!five specific,
types of taxes and expects to complete its 'work-in'time' for the -
Board's next meeting......Mr. Eschels 'said the state 'is not the'only'

* element of government that'-would be eligible for grants in-lieu-of
taxes; Local governmentswould'be,'if they'are-unit's of'general'
government which can-tax.:; The state Department'of Community Devel-
opment will assist two of 'the Committee members, Commissioner Jones
and Councilman Bray, with listing"the eligible local governments for
these grants. -They will provide-that information to all of the gov-
ernments in the Tri-Cities area, disseminate the information, 'aind
possibly hold a workshop to help decide which local governments-are
eligible.

Concerning the impact payments', Mr. Eschels said the Committee is''
working with a'consultant who has already assisted two states in
developing a Request for Proposal to do the actual socioeconomic
work.. The prime contactifor this project is 'William Freudenburg of
Washington State University.'.-It is 'anticipated a draft'proposal
will be.brought to the Board att'the next meeting. 'This would be a
-contract.with.Washington State.University to use the' services of Dr.
Freudenburg.and his subcontractors''in'-order to develop thisMRFP. At
this point the.preliminary work i.i.completed, listing the objectives
that are desired to be accomplished.by.the ultimate contractor.

.Mission Plan Review Committe'.4 'Richard Watson, Chair of the
Committee, reported the .Committee met on December 12 to complete'the
final review-of -the:MissioniPlan'bf June,'t1985. The Plan '-which is
scheduled to be.revised periodically, presents the current best
estimates of the;Plan's objectivess'strategies, schedules, activi-
ties, and.management approach to the Civilian High-level Nuclear
-Waste Program. The Board submitted comments on the Draft Mission
Plan and the Final Mission Plan':was~reviewed to determineto' what
extent the comments made by the Board had been addressed in the
Final. The objective, he said, was to provide a constructive ana-
lysis to aid the U.S. Department of Energy in issuing a credible
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public document which fulfills the statutory requirements of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act, and which serves as the key source of
information about federal decision-making.

Mr. Watson said, in genreral, the Committee found the Final to be
much improved over the Draft, but several key comments of the Board
were not addressed', were misinterpreted, or have been overtaken by
events.

Mr. Watson moved that the Board authorize the Chair to submit the
comments to Benard C. Rusche, Director of the Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management, U.S. Department of Energy, as soon as
possible. The motion was seconded.

The motion was carried unanimously. (Copies of the comments are
available upon request from the Office of High-Level Nuclear Waste
Management.)

Oregon Report

David Steward-Smith of Oregon reviewed briefly the scope of work
under the contract to partially fund Oregon's participation with the
state of Washington in the joint review program. The document--'
labeled "Appendix A" will, be an appendix to the overall contract,'
and will basically fund two full-time positions with Oregon execu-
tive agencies, a Program Coordinator working with the Oregon
Department of Energy, .and.a hydrogeologist working with the Oregon
Department of Water Resources. Some of the involvement includes
liaison members to the Environmental Monitoring Committee and the
Transportation Committee of the Board, a submission of a regular
article for the Board's Newsletter, and a staff person from Oregon
acting as an informational liaison to the Advisory Council of
Washington State.

Mr. Stewart-Smith said in the document there are several specific
tasks outlined for both the Program Coordinator and the hydro-
geologist, and the last page outlines Oregon's involvement.

Mr. Stewart-Smith said today in Portland the Steering Group for the
Oregon Public Advisory Committee is meeting to set an agenda for a
meeting of the full committee. One of the-issues planned for pur-
sual with the Oregon Advisory Committee and the Washington Advisory
Council is the possibility for these two groups to work more closely
together, and perhaps exchange liaison'members and work toward at
least one joint meeting per year.

Mr. Stewart-Smith said earlier this month, along with Dr. Brewer, he
attended a meeting called by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
-the-USDOE on test shaft design. He thought his attendance at'this
meeting was useful to get a feel for present and perhaps future
interaction between the NRC and USDOE. It was a highly technical'
meeting and he thought it provided a detailed presentation of the
issues. He observed that most of these meetings are scheduled to be
held in the future in Washington, D.C. Many of the issues raised by
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the' licensing staff of'the NRC-ha'd-to-be answered'by'members of the
audience, who were USDOE or contractor employees who couldnot have
attended-that meeting had it'been held in Washington, D.C. "He felt
it would be more useful to all'lparties'to hold.more of thesefmeet'-
ings in the Tri-Cities area.'-.! ,1Ie;aaid:he was willing.'to work with
the Board and Advisory Cou.n'e'' ,.t"'encoura e:.the"':'fedderal agencies to
schedule more of'these meetings 'i'n-that area.-"'

Litigation Status 1.. .

Charles Roe, Assistant Attorney 'General:',"'re'o'rted-a'-decision had
been reached inthe case of Nevada-v. Herrington by the 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals. The Court-,ruled in'.favor-of.,Nevada's position.
(A copy of the'Opinion-,is availaile:upon.request from the Office of
High-Level Nuclear Waste Management.')

Mr. Roe said the issue of funding for,,litigation was not dealt with,
but the Opinion could be"'conside'red as.-a' road sign,:'possibly sup- '
porting the litigation -funding` '"but isin noway.decisive on that
point. , ,.

Siting Guideline's.' Mil- Roe rep'dridd'th t`n' the'state's'case
concerning the Siting Guidelinesdthere' was no new. development. The
motion to dismiss on.jurisdic'tio'n'al Egrounds has not..been considered,
and no-date has been 'set fr,orail-argument. -Hesaid his only-con-
jecture was that the'Court had'a-ccepted the invitation of-the U.S.
Department of Energy'through-the .Justice Department to hold off
deciding'the jurisdictional issue-until after the Environmental
Assessments had~been-issued.

Texas v. United States Department of Energy. This case involv-
t; ing a potentially-acceptable siteldetermination challenge was lost.

on jurisdictional grounds. The':U.S. Supreme Court on December'2 '
denied the.Petition'for"Write''of Certiorari, and the 5th Circuit
decision stands. The case is closed. (See attached memorandum of,
December 11 covering the 'general status'of various litigation or
potential litigation areas.)' .; , .

Mr. Bishop inquired if anyothter.state-*was contemplating possible
litigation on the issue of 'litigation funding. 'Mr. Roe'responded he
had discussions with representat'ive'sof the state of Utah, who
indicated they had submitted a letter to USDOE requesting.funding
for litigation. :It is possible' that USDOE denial of the request
could'result in litigation of 'the 'issue. He said also in conversa-.
tions with one of'the'chief attorneys for'USDOE he learned they were
going to take a';look at Nevada'6 'acise'in the' 9th Circuit, but Mr.
Roe doubted 'if USDOE would c'a'nge' its mind.

Representative Nelson asked if there were any common interests
between Washington State and the other states that have challenged
the EPA Standards. Mr. Roe replied they raised issues that were
reviewed carefully by Washington. They deal primarily with the
procedural issues followed by USDOE.under the Administrative Pro-
cedures Act, and the petitions for review center around EPA's
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groundwater quality protection strategy adopted in 1984. They are
arguing. the Standards are defective because they do not have spec-
ific standards, and speak only of objectives and are calling it a
no-standards argument. Closely associated with that, he said, is
the argument that the standards are so narrow they don't treat any
waters that are around any of the various proposed repository sites.
They are also arguing that these standards violate the underground
injection control program under the Safe Drinking Water Act.

Mr. Roe said in order for the state to support these arguments later
as developments occur, it would be possible to file an amicus brief.
He added he thought there was a strategy developed by the environ-
mental groups whereby they hoped not to litigate it, but to nego-
tiate with the Environmental Protection Agency to bring about better
groundwater strategy at EPA. Mr. Roe said he had indicated to
principals he would like to be kept informed with the idea that if
it were of benefit to the state, Washington might participate.

Mr. Bishop welcomed Mr. Phil Johnson to the Board. He is the new
Deputy Director of the Washington Department of Ecology, and has
been named as Director Riniker's Designee to the Board.

Federal Legislation Status

Mr. Roe reported all bills in Congress are dormant. He referred to
his two memoranda of December 11 (see attached).

Price Anderson. Mr. Roe restated Washington State's position
on the high-level nuclear waste liability issue: (1) A federal lia-
bility policy which would have strict liability concepts directly
against the United States; (2) Full compensation; (3) A hold-
harmless clause for the states and Indian tribes; and (4) Inclusion
of coverage of all defense wastes.

Mr. Roe said the state's preferred route to accomplish these posi-
tions was through a new federal program, and not as integration with
Price-Anderson reauthorization legislation now pending in Congress.

The principal bill being heard in the Interior Subcommittee of the
House is HR 3653 (Rep. Udall). "Mark-up" sessions were held on
October 29, November 19, December 3, and December 11, 1985. The
Subcommittee reported a bill to the full Committee at the December
session. Chairman Udall, announced at this time no consideration of
his reported bill would take place until 1986.

The bill that was worked up though the efforts of the Nuclear Waste
Board, other states, Attorneys General Offices, and Governors'
Offices, came out in the form of the Vucanovich Amendment on
September 10. It was rejected in the Subcommittee and that issue
will be reconsidered. (Full text of the Vucanovich Amendment is
available upon request from the Office of High-Level Nuclear Waste
Management.)
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Representative McCain (R. Arizona)-offered to work with Representa-
tive Vucanovich on a bill outside-of.HR 3653 context. Mr. Roe also
stated that the approved.amendment appeared to cover defense wastes
at Hanford.

Mr. Roe said Congressman Morrison of Washington, whose district
includes Hanford, was very supportive of 'the Vucanovich-Amendment
and indicated this in-a letter to Representative Barton of'Texas, as
well as similar letters to al-l other members of the Subcommittee
involving the issue of liability for the disposal of high-level
nuclear waste. . -. -

Mr. Husseman said the Amendment ~that-did pass out of the Subcom-
mittee, known as the Barton Amendment,- did have the support'of the
utilities and-the USDOE. He.:'said -this was the first time that USDOE
had taken a formal position publicly.in support of specific language
being presented to a ;committee.: This coalition ran over the state's
version contained in the Vucanovich;Amendment. Although the- Board
has made its position:clear in comments and in the-C&C negotiations,
it has not taken a formal position on the liability issue.- Draft '
Resolution 85-8 was distributed to the Board for -consideration with
the purpose of addressing the issue. Governor Gardner has expressed
,his position,,which is very -similar to that-expressed'by Congressman
Morrison, and many other. states concur in this position. Mr.-'
Husseman said this would be-a-good starting point to regroup and
gather the states together to go-forward with an approach similar to
that taken in -the Vucanovich.Amendment. ^

Mr. Eschels added he was surprised and displeased to know the U.S.
Department of Energy.backed a version of the liability coverage
which is completely.counter to.what the states wanted. rIt was.,

K- counter to Governor Gardner's position, on which he gave testimony'
before Congress, as well as the National Governors' Association
Resolution, the-National Council-of.:State Legislatures, the National
Association of Attorneys General- and others.- He endorsed' the adop-
tion of Resolution 85-8. .::

Mr. Lasmanis suggested a cover letter be sent listing all the pre-
vious statements.and testimony made bythe state of Washington, if,
the Board approves theResolutionT. Mr. Bishop said support-obf other
states and groups-could also-be outlined. -

It was moved and seconded Resolution 85-8 be adopted.

Senator Goltz wondered if the Washington State Congressional dele-'
gation was aware of.events and the Board's position on the,,liability
issue. Mr. Bishop-said the Office had-been in contact with most of
the delegation and more was planned.' Mr. Husseman said at thertime
he and Mr."Bishop testified before'the Senate Subcommittee about a
month'or so ago', they sat down with Congressman Foley, as well as
Congressman Morrison, and staff of several other members of the
delegation. Mr. Eschels and Representative Nelson both did the
same. Mr. Eschels said Representative Swift had been extremely
helpful, as well as Representative Morrison.
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Mr. Goltz expressed his confusion as to why the U.S. Department of
Energy would take the other position. Mr. Roe said the first
indication the state had that the USDOE was opposed to liability
legislation was during the C&C negotiations. On this issue, USDOE
refused to consider any involvement in the liability matter. Mr.
Husseman said at the hearing in which he testified on this issue,
Mr. Rusche also testified to the effect that USDOE would support
amending the Price-Anderson Act to make it clear that it included
coverage of high-level waste under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and
some increase in the coverage. On the record, he said, that was the
most specific position that USDOE had taken prior to the time it was
indicated that they supported the Barton Amendment.

Representative Nelson wondered if it were time to consider legisla-
tion that could be achieved practically, rather than ideally. He
said as he read the bill, it does little more than clarify what
already exists. Mr. Roe said the cap goes up to $2 billion for
USDOE contractors, from the existing $500 million. Representative
Nelson said, based on the estimates that are available on nuclear
reactors, it could be expected that damage could exceed that figure,
although there is no way to know if $2 billion without a good esti-
mate of damage involving a repository related accident. Compared to
an accident on nuclear reactors it could be expected damage would
exceed that figure.

Mr. Roe remarked the Barton Amendment with the Huckaby-Luhan attach-
ments added up to a bill the utilities might have a problem with in
that all of the payments for the high-level waste portion would be
paid out of the Nuclear Waste Fund, no matter how high it goes.
This would come to $20 million per plant, and he understood the
utilities would not support this and would be taking a good look at
the Amendment, which could be remodeled. He said he would be work-
ing with the group to draft acceptable legislation. Mr. Bishop
assured this would be a part of the strategy and consultation with
the Washington delegation.

Mr. Eschels agreed and said he thought the state's position was a
reasonable and responsible one, and one that had been adopted by a
number of national groups. He felt the state's position would be
stronger with the aid and support of the other states.

Mr. Lasmanis asked if the purchasing value of the dollar was ever
discussed in the deliberations. Mr. Roe said this was discussed,
and the Price-Anderson legislation is renewed every decade.

The motion was called, and passed unanimously (see attached).

USDOE-Richland

Jim Mecca, Chief of the Licensing, Environmental, Safety, and
Institutional Section, BWIP Project, U.S. Deprrtment of Energy at
Richland, said a productive meeting was held with Mr. Bishop,
Mr. Husseman, and Mr. Provost yesterday. He offered the following
information about the USDOE schedule.
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Vibrations being received from Headquarters indicate the deadline of
February 10 for the release of -the Environmental Assessment may not
be held and could slip another 30-days. The reason for this, he
said, was to give the National .Academy of Sciences-more time to do
the work they are committed to-do. -He thought there would be a
separation of release dates for 'the'EA and the EIS on Defense
Wastes.

Mr. Mecca said if one anticipate's-the :EA being released sometime
around April 1, with 60 days for the President to take the'EA
recommendations into consideration before that judgment is final,
that would bring it to Jufie 'l.'-' Dra'ft'materials of the Site Char-
acterization Plan could be released in the same time'frame.'

A reasonably good schedule for the"SCP-is being''studied. One of the
areas that had never had agreement with the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission was the exact content of'Chapter VI,-the repository-section,
and Chapter VIII, the plan section. The plan section, he said,' has
always been up for discussion. -USDOE in meetings through the past
week has decided that it would be'-in their best interest-to'make
those plans in that'-particul'ar' section'6f the document as compre-'
hensive as possible.,. This means an in-depth study will be'done
relative to the performance'allocation-.' However,' -USDOE is antici-
pating release of the'SCP in its final-form about a year'from-now,'
or slightly thereafter. 'Mr. Me'cca- said Mr. Olson hopes to'release
sometime in.the summer, draft'SCP Chapters to the states,' the Indian
tribes, and the NRC.

Mr. Mecca said at one point 'in'tlime USDOE discussed'with the state
and- the Indian tribes the prospect 'of holding off on various kinds
of manpower considerations, including Site Representatives, until-
the nomination had been solidified. He said they now believe that
certain manpower considerations''such as that ought to -beentertained
as soon as the'Board wants to'entertain them. There could'be delays
in the schedule, USDOE could be' involved'in litigation, but m6an-
while --activities would still be'going forward.' Not knowing what the
future holds, 'he Xsuggested the Board-look seriously at 'retaining 'a-
Site Representative. --

Even though the SCP should come-together in draft form in the"middle
of summer, it has to be'augmented:wi'th -other plans. - It must be'
known where they are going on socioeconomics, the Environmental
Monitoring Plan, and tlie'Transportation Plan, 'as a start.' 'Mr.-
Purcell;, in'Atlanta,'two weeks-ago,' allowed the states and Indian
tribes to participate now in two of the USDOE working groups.' They
are the 'Institutional/Socioeconomic Coordinating'Gr'oup (ISCG) and-
the Environmental Coordinatirig'Grouip (ECG). These groups are -

usually chaired-by a Headquarters technical interface and involve '
all three projects. sThe working groups are held in an-effort to '

gain some consistency across the board on types of programs that are
going in place, first to establish the objectives and the needs from
an overall point of view and to consider independent project needs.
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The.first meeting of the Institutional/Socioeconomic Coordinating
Group-will be held February 4, 5, and 6. There are three subcom-
mittees under this group:

1. The Finance Subcommittee, dealing with grants and issues
such as grants equal to taxes, socioeconomic planning
effort, and outreach.

2. The Institutional Subcommittee, dealing with liaison with
local governments and universities.

3. The Socioeconomic Subcommittee, dealing with "traditional"
socioeconomic issues.

As discussed.yesterday, Mr. Mecca said USDOE feels a meeting is
needed with the state- before these dates on each of those-three
issues in order to define the state's position and to let the state
know;the progress over the past year or so in those committees.

The Environmental Coordinating Group anticipates a meeting some time
in.April.

Over the past several months the state has been-exposed to environ-
mental monitoring and groundwater monitoring discussions, and.that
whole program is.being.:scrutinized by BWIP in about the same manner
as Dr. Beare's- people have done. Mr. Mecca said the BWIP program
has to be approved by Headquarters and it should not be assumed that
the Battelle Pacific-Laboratory (PNL) program is a BWIP program. If
there are useful pieces in.that program and they have associated
with them proper quality assurance, USDOE will buy into the program.

Mr.. Mecca said there- is.still work to be done on the program and
some.meetings will be required with the state, the PNL people, and
with BWIP.

Mr. Mecca, said USDOEhas suggested to the state- another quarterly
session for January; 23-24, with one.day for BWIP, developing into
some, of. the.technical, geoscience activities, and- a day devoted to
the state and.Indian tribes. He said-it was desirable to talk to
the state people about environmentalprograms, socioeconomics, the
grants equal to taxes, and other technical areas handled by Dr.
Brewer and Don Provost-. He said this is seen as an outcome of some
of the interactions and coordinating groups. It is an effort to see
if.agreement can be-gained.in planning for the planning.

Mr. Mecca commented on.the suggestion the NRC meetings be held in.
Richland, and- said USDOE had endeavored always- to hold the meetings
inRichland or a.Northwest location. The problem encountered from
time, to time, especially in a number of the hydrology sessions,. is
travel funding,.on part-of the- NRC. USDOE- preference, he said, was
to hold the.meeting in Richland. He said USDOE would appreciate a
letter to the NRC, as USDOE has gone about as-far as they could go
in that regard.
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Second, Mr. Mecca said, the language in the conflict of interest
ruling is of interest to the Project Office, as well as'the state.
He said those who put this'landuage"'together are now taking a good
hard look at it. He said BWIP-hastsome of the same concerns with
that position without guidance as does the state..

Representative Nelson inquired about the PNL program. He asked if
this meant the Battelle health monitoring program. Mr. Mecca said
he was referring to the envir6nmental monitoring program, 'which is
not a BWIP program. The implication of that review, he said, is
that particular'environmen'tal program has beenin place for'quite
some time. It is an RL programwhich is contributed to by each'of
the programs which'happen to'be opeirating on the installation. It
is a'coordinated effort to get a-handle on the environs totally for
Hanford., BWIP, on the-other hand, is-a utility-funded program,
looking at a licensed program eventually. The data secured must
assure-that it is licensable.,'He said BWIP needs a program very
similar to the program put in place for generating an environmental
report, such as WPPSS had to do, as Puget Sound Power & Light might
have had to do at Skagit. Obviously, he said there'-are some useful
complements in that program--one is meteorology. Even so, the
meteorology will have'to beaugmented by'some ten- and twenty-meter
towers for'purposes of monitoring'thesite. Also, BWIP has toput
in placean environmental monitoring program, which is called the
Monitoring and Compliance Progra'm.' "Any site characterization tests
that BWIP'might, do .thatimpact surface environments shouldhave
associated with'-them an environmental compliance program., All''of
this should be done to some procedures which are open, "reviewable,
and the same as if they were doing 'busines s with NRC on a nuclear
site.

Mr. Husseman referred to the meeting with Mr. 'Mecca yesterday in '
which he said USDOE would provide an agenda for the January 23-24
meeting, and the state 'could' add what it thought'should be added.
Even more important in preparing for the February 3-4 meeting, Mr.
Husseman said, since there are to be three meetings, Finance, Out-
reach, and Socioeconomics, agendas should be-prepared as soon'as
possible.' 'Mr. Mecca concurred and said 'a date would be established
for the Outreach' meetiig. ' '

Washington State Institute for Public Policy

Max Power of the-Institute circulated a memorandumtto the Board and
Council from Russell M. Lidman, Director of the Washington State
Institute for Public Policy. :The memo outlined its plan to struc-
ture academic and technical-review of the state's work under the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act., Recognizing that credibility and defensi-
bility forwhateverconclusions .the' state andtthe U.S. Department of
Energy comes to, and whatever decisions are eventually made would be
strengthened byhaving an independent review by technical experts,
the Institute proposes to form a peer review.process. Theysolicit
recommendations from the Nuclear Waste Board, the Advisory Council,
and professional and technical societies for persons to participate
in the effort, Mr. Power said. He said they would look for balance
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in perspective and outlook, and above all, a high degree of profes-
sional and technical ability to avoid any apparent conflict of
interest.

Mr. Power said the Institute recognized the Advisory Council was
about to launch a committee within the Council for technical out-
reach to the community in general, whereas the Institute's charge is
staff support to the Legislature. The Advisory Council has been
asked to help the Institute to identify resources to make that out-
reach.

Senator Goltz said he had occasion to discuss this proposal at noon,
and he felt this was a very good step to get a peer review group
organized. If this group is going to have standing and status with
the process that the Nuclear Waste Board and the Executive Branch
are interested in, it may be desirable to amend the statute in order
to give this particular group the standing it should have when it
comes to peer review. He suggested the Chairman of the Energy Com-
mittee of the Senate and the House take under advisement a drafting
process so that if the decision is made to proceed with that route
it would be available and possible during a 60-day session. Senator
Williams said he would talk to the Senate Energy & Utilities staff
about this suggestion.

Ray Lasmanis expressed his opinion that peer review was an excellent
idea and it is used constantly with the Department of Natural
Resources' geological publications. He asked if this panel would be
reviewing the Defense Waste EIS document concurrently with the staff
or the consultant of the Nuclear Waste Board, or would they review
the Board's report before it is sent.to USDOE. Mr. Power said they
would hope to have the relevant group oriented on the subject while
the Board and its consultants were doing the review, on the assump-
tion that if they were asked to review Board comments they would be
in a position to do so. The Institute's emphasis, he said, would be
identifying the people, giving them some background, which would
include looking at the draft EIS, participating in some of the
briefings, and doing what was possible to get them up to speed
should there be a request.

Don Provost reminded the body the learning curve takes a while. It
should be started before a specific request is made. Concerning
Senator Goltz' suggestion, Mr. Provost said during the 1984 session
technical advisory groups were discussed, but the concern at that
time was securing payment for travel and expenses.

Mr. Power continued that through cooperation with the House and
Senate Energy & Utilities committees two briefings by USDOE, Rich-
land, for the Legislators will be held at the beginning of the
upcoming session. On January 13 there will be a general overview
for all Legislators, and on January 14 at 3:30 p.m. there will be a
joint session of the House and Senate Energy & Utilities Committees
with the more technical people making a presentation. He said Jim
Mecca and Lee Olson and their staffs at USDOE Richland have been
very cooperative in this effort.
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TReeting and Trip Reports

First-Round States and Tribes. rThe first-round states and'
tribes meet quarterly with the U.S. *Department of Energy to work on
resolutions to program issues. The last meeting was held in'Atlanta
on December 2 and:3. For: the first half day'only the states met
together to arrange agenda-items-and speakers, and the second day
was a full meeting-with USDOE.>One of'the issues included-the con-
tractor conflict of interest issue, which was raised by'the state-of
Washington. The USDOE officials included Bill Purcell, Roger Gale,
Ellison Burton--one level under Benard C. Rusche, the Director of
the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste'Management in'the USDOE.

Mr. Provost discussed the working-groups mentioned by'Mr. Mecca and
K> it was in discussions at this meeting USDOE agreed the-state'afiid

tribes could participate in the meetings of the Socioeconomic Group
and the Environmental Coordinating Group. The concern of the states
is to discuss.the issues with USDOE before they are locked in:to a
position, he said.

Another subject discussed was local--government interaction. -He said
USDOE basically agreed to include in their document most of the com-
ments that were submitted. Communication was also a subject of dis-
cussion, with the states' and tribes raising concerns as to their
inability-to respond to late meeting notices and lack of detail.
Electronic mail.-was -suggested to'facilitate communication between
the federal agencies and the states.''

Mr. Provost said as Moderator he was unable to take'notes, but'a -

List of Commitments would be sent to the Office'as soon as'they'were
compiled. They will be distributed to the Board when received.'' He

K- considered the meeting a very productive one.

Dr. Beare commented that all the state health agencies and EPA are
now connected under the TelNet'System and he considered these.
systems'as absolutely' necessary. M~ir. Provost said Energy is using.
the ITT System, and the Indian ;tiibes'are'tied together with MCI.
Mr. Provost agreed, and said the Office is equipped with the -hard-
ware and only'needs th'e software to-`tie into whatever program is
used. He said plans call to move on this and there is the possi-.
bility'of getting on'.two systems.' ''

USDOE Quarterly Information'Meeting. Jerry Parker, staff
Policy Analyst, reported on,the Transportation meeting held in.-
Atlanta November 20-22. He' sai'd',the meeting was supposed -to be on,
the Tran'sportatfon Institutional Plan, but it was-actually a discus-
sion of old issues. The meeting was divided into small groups'and
spent a day and a half talking about the issues of prenotification,
routing, packaging, driver training, local government relations, and
other issues--all of which had been discussed before.
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Mr. Parker said USDOE expressed great satisfaction and said they
would repair to Washington and think of these issues again. They
thought they might show up in the Issues DocuLient, which was sup-
posed to be part of the Institutional Plan but was excised at the
last moment. It could come out in April. He said Washington
pointed out that transportation issues were inadequately dealt with
in the Mission Plan, and the implication was they would be dealt
with in the Environmental Assessment. When those were reviewed, it
was indicated they would be addressed in the Business Plan. The
Business Plan implied they would be dealt with in the Institutional
Plan, and the Institutional Plan implies they will be dealt with in
the Issues Plan.

Senator Guess, Max Power of the Institute, and Pat Tangora of the
Washington State Energy Office attended the meeting also. A docu-
ment summarizing the recommendations of the various committees
should be received within the next few weeks, Mr. Parker said, but
he thought nothing subtantive would show up until April or May when
the Issues document is released.*

Mr. Husseman said he had attended the first day, which was the more
general informational meeting. One of the primary topics of discus-
sion that day was the ranking methodology. About an hour and a half
presentation was given and the overheads from that presentation were
contained in the Board's notebooks.

Mr. Lasmanis announced that Jerry Gilliland, Public Affairs Officers
for Commissioner Brian Boyle, Department of Natural Resources, left
the Department as of this month. He is now in charge of public
affairs for Rockwell-USDOE at Hanford.

Dr. Beare complimented the staff for its efforts in compiling the
blue notebooks for the Board members and sending them out in a
timely manner.

Public Comment

Andrea Brenneke, Chair of the Board of the Washington Public Inter-
est Research Group (WashPIRG), read a letter to the Board urging the
Nuclear Waste Board to contact the other potential host repository
states for the purpose of jointly filing suit against the U.S.
Department of Energy on the issue of Preliminary Determination.

Ms. Brenneke said the request is being made in light of the fact
that the Nuclear Waste Board had already passed a resolution con-
demning Preliminary Determination and in light of the hundreds of
letters received by WashPIRG by citizens who requested the letters
be forwarded to the Governor or to the Chair of the Nuclear Waste
Board. Ms. Brenneke presented one hundred of the letters to Mr.
Bishop.
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Ms. Brenneke stated WashPIRG is the states' largest consumer and
environmental protection organization with over 27,000 members, and
the letters represented only a portion of their membership who feel
very strongly about this issue. She hoped the Board would take the
message into consideration.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
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NUCLEAR WASTE BOARD

RESOLUTION 85-8 -

December 20, 1985

WHEREAS, the federal-Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA)

established a comprehensive program for the transportation and

.permanent disposal of the nation's high-level radioactive wastes

in deep geologic repositories;

WHEREAS, the federal-government,' through its ownership, control

and regulation of these radioactive wastes, dominates the imple-

mentation of all aspects of the NWPA's comprehensive repository

program;

WHEREAS, state participation is deemed essential by the NWPA if

its provisions are to be successfully implemented;

WHEREAS, Washington State has participated extensively and in good

faith in'the NWPA's process, not-only to ensure that the NWPA's

program is performed fully and in an error-free fashion, but to

assure the interests 6f Washington State and 'its citizenry are

protected to the maximum extent attainable;'

WHEREAS, Washington State is convinced, based on its participation

under the NWPA program, especially its on-going, incomplete nego-

tiations with-the United States'Department of Energy pertaining to

a cooperation and-consultation agreement, that the process of NWPA

can never'be successfully completed0unless the United States

agrees to be strictly liable for ali damages and to hold states

harmless from damages arising from the NWPA's implementation;

WHEREAS, taken in light of the overriding interest and dominance

of-the federal government in'all high-level waste disposal,

including disposal of defense wastes, when coupled with the

extraordinarily dangerous nature of such wastes and the necessity



to successfully implement a national disposal program, the estab-

lishment of a federal policy of "strict liability" and holding

states "harmless" is not only sound and fair, but imperative;

WHEREAS, Congress is now considering several bills relating to the

federal government's policy in relation to liability arising from

its high-level nuclear waste disposal program; and

WHEREAS, the preferable means for Congress to address federal lia-

bility policy for high-level radioactive waste disposal programs

is through the enactment of specially tailored legislation devel-

oped separate and apart from "Price-Anderson" reauthorization

initiatives.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT:

1. The Washington State Nuclear Waste Board urges Congress to

enact legislation establishing a federal policy that:

a. requires the federal government to compensate fully

all persons and entities injured, regardless of fault,

as the result of all nuclear incidents caused by the

implementation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and

other federal high-level radioactive waste disposal

programs, including those applicable to the defense

wastes currently stored at Hanford; and

b. holds harmless the several states and Indian tribes

from all liability that these entities incur caused by

the implementation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and

other federal high-level radioactive waste disposal

programs.

2. The Washington State Nuclear Waste Board urges Congress,

due to the high priority nature of the issues involved, to

address the need for a federal strict liability - hold

harmless policy and expeditiously enact legislation

embodying that policy.
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3. The Chairman of this Board is directed to immediately

transmit copies of this resolution to:

a. the President of the United States Senate and the

Speaker of the United States House of Representatives,

the chairmen and members of all pertinent committees

of Congress, and all members of the Washington State

Congressional delegation;

b. the governor of each state; and

c. the President of the United States, the Secretary of

the Department of Energy, and the Chairman and members

of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ADOPTED at Lacey, Washington, this D day of December, 1985.

Bien. shop
Chairman
Washington State Nuclear Waste Board

- 3 -
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OFFICE OF TH7E
' •fTORNEY GENERALvENE

Inter-office Correspondence -. Date: December 11, 1985

To: Warren Bishop, Curt Eschels, and Terry Husseman

From: Charles Roe, Senior Assistant Attorney Generald

Subject: 'Price-Anderson" Markup - House Interior
Subcommittee, December 10, 1985 -

Yesterday, I attended the subject hearing.'

The pertinent points are'three:

(1) High-Level waste liability'was acted upon.

(2) A 'Price-Anderson"extension bill with high-level
waste liability included was approved.

(3) Chairman Udall announced na full Interior
consideration will begin until next year.

On high-level nuclear waste liability, the committee hid''
three amendments to H.R., 3653, the Udall bill: (1)
Vucanovich (R. Nev.)' amendment (supported by states), (2)
the Barton (R. Texas) amendment (supported by Nuclear'
utilities and the U.S. Department of Energy, and (3) the
Huckaby (D. Louisiana) amendment. In sum, the subcommittee"
approved the Barton amendment as amended by Huckaby.
Substantively, the Barton approach is that whatever
liability policy is developed by B.R. 3653 for commercial
reactors (under long-establisbed Price-Anderson concepts)
will apply, as well, to high-level waste activities. (The
Barton amendment borrows heavily from the McClure-Simpson
bill, S. 1125.) The Barton amendment does not provide
strict liability on the federal government directly, no
full compensation, and no whold harmless' of states
provision. A copy of the Barton amendment as passed out of
committee is attached.

Several comments are passed on:

1. Unlike the early markup sessions, very few subcommittee
members attended for any length of time--approximately
eight, mostly Republicans, of more than two dozen. Most

v members did not attend at all. (Those attending for some
extended period were Udall, Seiberling, Huckaby, McCain,
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Inter-office Correspt._.ence

Warren Bishop
December 11, 1985
Page 2

Luhan, Craig, Strang, Smith, Vucanovich.) The Democrats
were in caucus most of Tuesday morning qn the very high-
profile 'Gramm-Redman' issue.

2. Rep. Vucanovich did appear and gave a relatively short
statement in support of her amendment. Of note, the
Vucanovich amendment was not directly voted on; instead, it
was scalped in an amendatory process (utilizing three voice
votes) that turned the Barton amendment into the Vucanovich
amendment.

3. Chairman Udall was the only member who spoke directly,
and, in some detail, against the Vucanovich amendment. He
gave several reasons, among others, for concern:

a. Creating new federal tort--first of its kind.

b. Treble damages.

c. New compensation scheme.

4. Rep. McCain (R. Arizona) offered to work with
Rep. Vucanovich on a bill outside of B.R. 3653 context.

5. The approved high-level waste amendment covers
defense wastes at Hanford with which we have had concerns.

I will be prepared to discuss the issues further at your
convenience.

CBR:gb
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CONGRESSIONAL PROPOSALS
December 11, 1985-R

ON

FEDERAL LIABILITY FOR HIGH-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE ACTIVITIES

Amendment Expressly
to Price- Applicable Strict Compensation

Proposals Anderson to Waste Liability Objective Funding Source Congressional Status
Act Program

A. Senate

1. S. 1225
(by Senator Dole
NOTE: prime sponsors
are Senators McClure
and Simpson)

2. S. 445
(by Senator Hart)

Yes Yes No--(covers only
those injuries relat-
ing to "extraordinary
nuclear occurrences"
as defined by USDOE
regulations)

Yes No ? (Waiver of defenses
applies to all
nuclear incidents)

Full compensa-
tion as to
those covered.

Full
compensation.

1. First S2.4 billion
from Nuclear Waste
Fund of NWPA.

2. Remainder to be pro-
vided from source under
expedited procedure
requiring Congress to
act on compensation plan
submitted by President
within 60 days.

7

Last hearings held on
Oct. 22 and 23, 1985
before Subcommittee on
Senate Environment and
Public Works, Nuclear
Resources Subcommittee
(chaired bySenator ,. '
Simpson):' No further,',,
hearings presently ; ,
scheduled.
Committee.) '

.. %,.
3. S. 1761

(by Senator Stafford)
Yes Yes ? (Waiver of defenses

applies to all
nuclear incidents)

Full
compensation.

? (Nuclear Waste Fund,
in part.)

B. House of Representatives

1. H.R. 51 ' Yes
(by Rep.' Price)

2. H.R. 445, Yes
(by Rep. Seiberling)

C.No ? (Waiver of defenses
applicable to all
nuclear incidents)

No ? (Waiver of defenses
applicable to all
nuclear incidents)

S1 billion per
incident
limitation.

Last hearings held on
June 6, 1985 by the
House Interior and
Insular Committee's
Subcommittee on Energy
and the Environment.

Full - '
compensation.

?
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Amendment Expressly
to Price- Applicable Strict Compensation

Proposals Anderson to Waste Liability Objective Funding Source Congressional Status
Act Program

3. H.R. 2524
(by Rep. Morrison and

Rep. Dicks)

Yes Yes Yes(?) (Waiver of
defenses applies to
all USDOE waste
activities)

Full
compensation.

1.

2.

First $5 billion from
Nuclear Waste Fund of NWPA.
Remainder from general
federal revenues.

II

4. H.R. 2665
(by Rep. Weiss)

Yes No ? (Waiver of defenses
applies to all
USDOE activities).

Full
compensation.

? to (

5. H.R. 3653
(by Rep. Udall)

No ? (Waiver of defenses
applies to all
USDOE activities.)

Full
compensation.

House "mark-up" sessions
were held by an Interior
Committee Subcommittee on
October 29, 1985.
November 19, 1985,
December 3, 1985. The
Subcommittee reported
a bill to the full com-
mittee at the latter
session. Chairman Udall
announced that no con-
sideration of his
reported bill would take
place until 1986.

I

iI

I
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OFFICE OF THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL

December 11, 1985

TO: Warren Bishop, Chairman
Nuclear Waste Board

FROM: Charles Roe L 5
Senior Assistant A ney General

SUBJECT: Proposed Federal Legislation -
Nuclear Waste Policy Act
(Other Than Liability Legislation)

This is submitted, as requested, as a status report on currently
pending federal legislative proposals relating to the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act (other than "liability' legislation). By
earlier memorandums (and presentations to the Board), I described

__ briefly the following bills:

1. H. R. 1625 by Representative Oakar relating to restric-
tion and conditions on the transportation of high-level
radioactive waste.

2. S. 1162 by Senator Hart of Colorado relating to the
incorporation of various transportation impacts into the
selection process for high-level radioactive waste.

3. S. 1235 by Senator Simpson relating to the establishment
of a government agency to take over Nuclear Regulatory
Commission activities.

No hearings or other activities have been conducted during the
past month relating to these three bills.

No new legislation has been introduced in the last month.

CBR:gb

Ken Eikenberry Attorney General
Temple of Justice. OlyMpia. Washngton 98504-0521
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OFFICE OF TH
RATORNEY GENERAL

Inter-offIce

To:

From:

Subject:

Correspondence Date:

WARREN A..BISHOP,.Chairman
Nuclear Waste Board,.

..CHARLES B. ROE,-JR.'
Senior Assistant Attorne e ieral

Litigation Status Report

December-11, 1985

This memorandum sets forth the general status -of.various
litigation or potential litigation- areas.

I. Litigation '

--A. SitinGuideline .'Litigation. A . i i J: de .e ...

!

State of Washington, Nuclear Waste Board v. United
States Department of Energy,- 9th Circuit Nos. 85-7128
n 8.5.-7253. .

'As previously reported,, the U.S. Department.of Energy
(USDOE) moved to-jdismiss"'the -Nuclear Waste. Board's case
on the grounds that the'guidelines. are. not* "ripe": for
review. All briefing by the parties has been completed.
No date has been set for oral argument. It continues to
appear that time for oral argument will-be granited.'

B. Funding Litigation'.* . . -

1.- Nevada v..' elod9l-1.'9th.Circuit No.: 84-7846;. This
case involves Nevada's. dispute with USDOE over
the 'efusalof the'.federal agency to fund pre-site
characterization ph'y*sical activities proposed for

-'conduct by Nevada. Thefederal Court of Appeals in
San Francisco.i3ssued; "its .opinion on December 2,
1985. (See separate''memorandum to you and Opinion
attached' thereto.' - -

2; Potential Funding Litigation. The USDOE',has
denied Washington's request for funds to support
litigation involving the federal government's
implementation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. A
review with other states indicates many states are
interested but no state has immediate plans to
initiate litigation. The "litigation funding"
issue was not decided in Nevada v. Hodel, supra,
although the USDOE requested the court to do so.



Inter-office Correspondence
December 11, 1985
Page 2

C. "Potentially Acceptable Siting" Litigation

In Texas v. United States Department of Energy, _ F.2d
(5th Cir. No. 84-4826, decided June 10, 1985), the

federal appellate court in New Orleans granted a motion
to dismiss on the grounds that USDOE's designations of
sites in Texas as "potentially acceptable sites" for
consideration for characterization were not final
actions under section 119 of NWPA which are ripe for
review. A Petition for Writ of Certiorari filed by
Texas with the Supreme Court of the United States has
been denied. The case is now concluded with the appel-
late court decision still intact.

E. "Monitored Retrievable Storage" (MRS)

Tennessee v. Herrington, U.S.D.Ct. M.D. Tenn. No. 385-0959,
relates to section 141 of NWPA. That section directs
USDOE to report to Congress its recommendations relating
to the establishment of a monitored retrievable storage
(MRS) facility for the disposal of high-level nuclear
waste. In July, 1985, USDOE recommended the location of
such a facility in Tennessee. On August 20, 1985,
Tennessee challenged USDOE's processing of the MRS
provisions of NWPA contending that USDOE's actions
were in conflict with "cooperation and consultation"
requirements of NWPA and that NWPA, itself, conflicts
with the federal Constitution, Art. I, sec. 7. The
United States has moved to dismiss the case on
jurisdictional grounds.

II. EPA Standards Litigation

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) and several
other environmental groups, along with the states of
Minnesota, Maine, Texas, and Vermont, filed, on Decem-
ber 2, 1985, petitions to review the standards adopted
by the United States Environmental Protection Agency
relating to radioactive releases from high-level waste
repositories. The challenges were based on "invalidity"
contentions pertaining primarily to ground water stand-
ards and procedures used in adopting the standards. The
cases were all filed in various circuits of the United
States Court of Appeals; namely, the First (NRDC, Maine
and Vermont), Fifth (Texas), and Eighth (Minnesota)
circuits.
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III. Potential Areas of Litigation

A. Water Rights

Earlier this fall, Ben Rusche responded to Governor
Gardner's letter to Secretary Herrifigton, dated March 4,
1985, pertaining to USDOE's need for acquiring water
rights relating to site characterization and repository
operation at Hanford. In a nutshell, USDOE contends it
owns "reserved" water rights, i.e., water rights estab-
lished under a federal law doctrine; thus, there is no
need to acquire a "water right" under state law.
However, USDOE states it will submit a water right
permit application to the appropriate state agency as a
matter of "comity" if Hanford is selected for charac-
terization under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

I continue to work on this matter with Warren Bishop and
Terry Husseman on this important subject. One of my
primary activities in relation thereto will be to
carefully research the base, in law and fact, of USDOE's
reserved right claim position.

B. Other Areas of Evaluation

1. Defense Wastes. This very important area is
one that is in the forefront of my activities
working closely with Terry Husseman and you.
During the last month, I discussed this subject
with attorneys working in the defense waste
areas in attempt to determine more clearly the
USDOE's position.

2. Section 114(f) - Preliminary Determination of
Suitability. Since the last meeting, I have
discussed the various potential avenues to
test USDOE's interpretation of section 114(f)
as set forth in USDOE's "mission plan." The
discussion continues to center on some USDOE
action taken in the "environmental assessment
issuance, nomination" context.

I trust this will assist you in the conduct of your Board's
next Friday.

CBR:sc

cc: Terry Husseman
Jeff Goltz



WARREN A. 5125HOP
chatGovernor

STATE OF WAShNGTON

NUCLEAR WASTE BOARD
Mail Stop PV-71 . Ofyrrpia, Washirngton 96504 * (206) 459-6670

December 20, 1985

Benard C. Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Rusche:

In a recent issue of Commerce Business Daily (PSA-8944, p. 4,
October 15, 1985), USDOE barred bidders on a conceptual design
project who had any work association with non-USDOE organiza-
tions in the radioactive waste area.

Such a blanket exclusion creates a totally needless hardship on
the states and tribes. In our case, our prime contractor has
given notice of termination of the contract in place for nearly
two years, and we foresee increasing difficulty in obtaining
technical services in the years ahead.

While direct conflict of interest must be avoided by both sides
in contractor selection, there must be some test of reasonable-
ness in making the determinations. For example, the USDOE
policy as implied in the CBD announcement would apparently pre-
vent our obtaining such routine services as laboratory ana-
lyses, aerial photography and computer services in BWIP-related
work, if the vendor was supplying services to the Crystalline
Rock Repository Project. Unless your intent is to inhibit the
states and tribes from obtaining contractor assistance across
the board, we believe you should clarify and modify your
policy.

We are anxious to discuss this important matter with you or
your representatives, at the earliest possible time.

Sincerely,

Warren A. Bishop
Chair



Curtis Eschels
Chwflmnn

STATE OF WASHIINGIO N

ENERGY FACILITY SITE EVALUATION COUNCIL
Mfad 5WI;) PY-II * 1h%`npid &''V.h:lgf(in 9d5J5 * (20) 459 490 (SCAN) 565-6490

December 9, 1985

Mr. John Anttonen, Asst. Manager
for Commercial Waste

U.S. Department of Energy
P.O. Box 550
Richland, WA 99352

Dear Mr. Anttonen:

After our meetings to exchange information on aspects of USDOE's shipments of spent
fuel from various reactors, I requested that state agencies with responsibility list the
conditions they believe should be met if the shipments are to be carried out safely and
with full protection of Washington's citizens and environment. These are enclosed for
the Department's use.

Although we acknowledge the international considerations leading to the Department's
K> campaign to remove spent fuel to the'Savatnnah River'Plan~t, we are not convinced of

the wisdom of transporting it through Washington State.

In the event domestic and foreign fuel are to be shipped into or though our state, our
primary emphasis is on assuring'safe and uieven'tful transport. If there is a problem, we
must assure satisfactory emergency response and cleanup. If those efforts are
insufficient, then we must be assured that liability for damages' or injuries is established
in advance and that coverage is adequate. Our conditions are arranged in this priority.

I hope this information is useful to the Department in its development of plans.
Sincerely,

Curtis Eschels
Chairman

CE:ab

Enclosure

cc: William Dixon, ODOE



CONDITIONS FOR ACCEPTABLE SHIPMENTS OF SPENT FUJEL

BY

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Safety

A. Shipping Container/Cask

1. All spent fuel should be in casks approved by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission. Copies of the Certiticate of Compliance should be forwarded to

the Chairman of EFSEC.

2. Engineering diagrams should be reviewed by the State to examine the adequacy

of coupling devices between the cask and container, and the container and the

truck trailer.

3. Standards for radiation levels at the surface and ten feet from the surface should

be specified.

4. No liquids should be allowed in the cask or container.

5. No chemically hazardous material should be allowed in the truck trailer, inside

or outside the cask or container.

B. Risk Analysis

1. An analysis should be performed by USDOE to demonstrate that the risk of

death, injury and damage from the proposed shipments will be no greater than

the national average risk for general commodity truck transport. The analysis



should include both non-cargo-specific' risks and risks posed by normal and

abnormal radiation 'levels. Mitigating measures to 'reduce risk should be

identified explicitly.

2. Separate sections should deal with assuring vessel safety in and near Washington

State waters.

3. Specific risks should be identified along the preferred highway route.

C. Notification to the State

1. The Chairman of EFSEC should be provided a written description of each

shipment at least seven days prior to arrival. The Chairm-_an will be responsible

for alerting relevant state personnel.

2. The description should contain all information require-d by 49CFR172.202 and

172.203. In addition it should contain:

* o Entry point

o Route to be used in the state of Washington

o Destination

Carrier and responsible official contact

o Approximate dates of entry'and exit at state borde'rs

D. Inspections

,, , . 1,; .1 . * , ,-l

1. State radiation protection officials should inspect the cask/container prior to

overland shipment. '

-2-



2. State officials should inspect the truck/trailer combination just prior to loading

and the container/trailer coupling devices prior to overland shipment.

3. Results of all prior radiation surveys should be available for state inspection.

4. Evidence of drivers' qualifications should be available for state inspection. This

evidence should include license, health certificate and log book for the previous

seven days.

5. State officials should witness container unloading froin the vessel and loading

onto the trailer.

E. Physical Aspects

1. All truck/trailer corrbinations should be within legal weights and dimensions.

State officials will weigh the loaded combinations at the point of entry.

2. State officials shculd provide advice on immediatc road conditions likely to be

encountered on each shipment.

3. Safe havens should be designated in advance and used in case of malfunctions of

any kind. State officials should be involved in the designation.

4. A safe storage area near the port should be designated and maintained for use in

case of any problem encountered in loading.

5. Scheduling should account for and avoid congestion during rush hours.

-3-



F. Physical Protection

1. A written description of responsibilities and authority _among USDOE, the

carrier, the shipper and agent, if any, should be prepared and provided to the

Chairman of EFSEC.

2. A physical protection plan should be prepared and provided to the Chairman of

EFSEC. The plan should outline measures to be taken by various parties to

ensure physical protection of the material.

3. The truck/trailer should be under constant control and surveillance while in the

state. USDOE should describe how it will meet this condition, including the use

of escorts.

4. A radio-telephone or other communication device which is capable of contacting

local, state and federal communications networks should be in the truck.

5. The person in control of the truck should check in with the truck's location and

condition at least every two hours.

G. Evaluation

1. An evaluation of performance should be conducted after each shipment among

state and federal officials.

2. State and federal concerns should be taken into account and mutually agreeable

changes to procedures should be devised.

-4-



H. Public Information

o Mutually agreeable procedures should be developed in advance of actual

shipments to provide appropriate information to the public regarding any

shipments.

Emergency Response

A. Baseline Evaluation

1. An inventory of present response capabilities - manpower, training levels and

resources - should be prepared aind shared among federal, state and local

of f icials.

2. The resource inventory should encompass police. fire, medical and cleanup

capabilities both along the shipment route and those available from nearby

locations.

3. The federal resource inventory should include those available from USDOE,

military installations, NRC and FENIA. The state wili list resources available

from the Departments of Emergency Management, Ecology, Social and Health

Services and the Military, along with those from local governments.

4. A joint evaluation of combined capabilities should be conducted prior to actual

shipments.

-5-



B. Response Planning

1. A coordinated plan with written procedures should be in effect prior to

shipments.

2. The carrier should have in the truck a written emergency response plan and

procedures for immediate action, including relevant contacts to the state and

federal communications network. Drivers should be trained in use of the plan

and procedures.

3. Training and resources should be provided by USDOE to state agencies to fill any

gaps between present capability and that needed to effect their parts of the

plan.

4. At least one exercise should be conducted prior to shipments to verify elf ective-

ness of the plan.

Liability

A. State Requirements

1. The Utilities and Transportation Commission requires minimum levels of

insurance coverage for motor carriers.

2. During 1985 the Legislature enacted a new provision (Chapter 275, Laws of 1985)

which establishes a presumption of liability for injuries and damages caused by

radiation accidents during transport.

-6-



.8. Federal Considerations

1. The Director of the Office of Defense Waste and By-products Management,

Defense Programs of USDOE has written to us (October 30, 1935) that the

Department "assumes financial responsibility for liability as is provided for under

the Price-Anderson Act."

2. The state of Washington must receive written assurance from USDOE that the

Department will hold the State and its political subdivisions harmless and

indemnify them for all acts taken in good faith to aid in the safe transport and

emergency response, if applicable, related to USDOE's shipment of spent fuel.

-7-
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WARREN A NSHOP
Goveffr Chat

STATE OF WASHNGTON

NUCLEAR WASTE BOARD
MAil Stop PV-7 7 * Ofynia, Washiton 96504 (206) 45?-70

December.'23 1985;'

Mr. Robert E. Philpott- . :
Office of Civilian-Radioactive Waste Management
U.S. Department of Energy, RW-33' .
Forrestal- Building - -

1000 Independence Avenue S.W. "
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Philpott:'

- RE: Draft Transportation .Institutional-Plan "
Comments of the'.Washington Nuclear Waste Board ;

On behalf of Washington State's Nuclear Waste Board, I would like
to thank you for this opportunity to;comment -'on USDOE's draft:
Transportation Institutional Plan. Our comments fall into two
broad categories: (1) comments:on .USDOE's overall approach to'
developing the transportation-system; and (2) policy positions
that have been adopted by Governor Gardner or the Board.

1. It is time for USDOE to outline specific proposals for'how it
intends to design, operate,-andmanage the transportation

.. system.-- The Board-is very frustrated with the delay in pre-
senting specific:substantive proposals for NWPA'transporta-
tion. Our understanding was that the role of the Mission Plan
was to outline the. process for carrying out USDOE?.s responsi-
bilities under.the Nuclear'Waste Policy Act, including trans-
portation. Specific.transportation system proposals were to
be contained in the Business'and-Institutional plans.' While
the Business Plan contained-a-limited number of such specific
proposals, we findrthat the-Institutional Plan is'just'another
description of process divorced from substance.

Now we are being told that :the' Transportation 'Issues'Discus-
sion Document will discusstspecific issues. -It is still not
clear, however, whether or not it-will:'contain statements of
what USDOE intends to do regarding these issues and why. Con-
tinuing to discuss concerns and identify issues',rather than
laying out.specific-proposals'for those issues that have
already been identified- (i.e. ,:routing, pre-notification,
emergency response, driver training, inspections and enforce-
ment,quality control, etc.) will not leaa to public confidence
in the transportation system.



Robert E. Philpott
December 23, 1985 -,

Page 2

2. The best way for USDOE to present its proposals is in a draft
Comprehensive Transportation Plan. That plan should explain
how specific proposals will contribute to the four overall
goals of safety, security, public acceptance and efficiency.
We believe that beginning with a comprehensive plan (which may
have to go through a number of iterations) is preferable to
developing separate Institutional, Business and Operational
plans that are eventually lumped together into a single docu-
ment. The primary benefit of beginning with a comprehensive
plan is that it would force both USDOE and those interested in
reviewing its proposals to think about how the system would
work as a whole. It would avoid artificial distinctions
between technical and institutional parts of the system, illu-
strate the connections between issues, and provide some over-
all focus to those commenting on USDOE's proposals.

Segmenting development of the transportation system into Busi-
ness, Institutional, and Operational plans and placing the
responsibility for these plans in different USDOE field
offices will maximize the opportunity for inconsistencies and
will minimize the opportunity for finding innovative solutions
to transportation problems.

3. Comments on Specific Issues

o Defense/Commercial Waste. A single consistent system for
dealing with commercial defense shipments to the reposi-
tory will be inherently safer. Such a system would reduce
the chances of confusing one set of procedures with
another and would be more acceptable to the public. We,
therefore, believe that defense waste shipments to the
repository must fall under the same regulatory and manage-
ment structure as commercial waste shipments.

o Liability. Governor Gardner has elaborated our State's
position on liability. Briefly our position requires
that: (1) the federal government accept strict liability,
including transportation; (2) compensation must not be
arbitrarily limited; (3) "red-tape" must be kept to a
minimum; and (4) state and local governments must be held
harmless. Adoption of this policy would substantially
increase public confidence in the entire NWPA process
(including transportation) since it would clearly signify
full acceptance of responsibility for NWPA activities by
the federal government.

o Public Acceptance Testing. In our comments on the draft
Business Plan, we stated that cask testing should be done
as needed to provide technical information or facilitate
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NRC certification. We believe that testing for public
acceptance (an expensive public relations show) would be a
waste of money since it would very likely be perceived as
propaganda and would not provide any valuable technical
information. Public acceptance would be better achieved
by explaining technical testing procedures in some detail
and subjecting those procedures to outside scrutiny. We
hope that the cask workshops USDOE is now planning with
the Western Interstate Energy Board will provide an
example of how education and peer review can increase
public acceptance.

Finally, we would point out that transportation of high-
level nuclear wastes occurs frequently today. For these
wastes we expect the same degree of concern for safety and
security and commitment to coordination with, and support
for, state and local agencies as we expect for the trans-
portation system to be developed under the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

iair
Nuclear Waste Board

cc: Benard Rusche
Richard Watson
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December 23, 1985

John Herrington, Secretary
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue'
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary Herrington:

Section 117(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act explicitly
requires the Secretary of the U.S.'Department of Energy' (USDOE)
to provide to the Governor and legislature of such state''timely
and complete information or plans made with respect to site 7

characterization and siting 'of-a 'high-level- radioactive waste
repository. The purpose of this letter'is to again request"
timely and complete information or plans made with respect- to
ranking methods and the implementation of such methods. As you
know, the results of the ranking will accompany the nomination of
sites as suitable for site characterization for the 'first
geologic -repository. I1 emphasize the 'critical need for timely
information or plans on this issue.

State of Washington comments on the "General'Guidelines for
Recommendation -of Sites for Nuclear-Waste Repositories" and the '
"Mission Plan" consistently insisted that there should be an
opportunity for state and public comment on USDOE rationale for
ranking methods.

On August 1, Governor Gardner stated in testimony before the
House Subcommittee'on Energy'Conservation and Power of the House
Committee on Energy and Commerce that the effort to site a high-
level repository is on the'wribng-track. He recommended a pause
in the rush to site a repository- ind 'proposed that a team of non-
USDOE experts be asked to make an independent comparative
evaluation of sites.

The state of Washington appreciates the U.S. Department of Energy'
efforts involving the National Academy of Sciences in the ranking
process. However, Governor Gardner and the Nuclear Waste Board
view the Academy method review and implementation of the methods
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as key events requiring consultation with the state of 'Washing-
ton. Such consultation must be timely; that is, before decisions
are made.

Our position has been transmitted to USDOE by letter to Mr.
Rusche (10/11/85), in testimony before Congrcss (10/30 and
11/7/85), and by Nuclear Waste Board resolution (11/15/85). To
date we have not received a response. In addition, on December
3, the states and tribes program managers present in Atlanta
requested consultation on this subject. Copies of the letters,
testimony, and resolution are attached.

In summary, the ranking methods used and the implementation of
such methods have been, and continue to be, a critical issue for
the state of Washington, the affected tribes, and other first-
and second-round repository states. We strongly support your
efforts involving non-USDOE experts, but such involvement does
not negate the need for complying with the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act by providing timely and complete information to the states
and tribes.

I again respectfully request an opportunity for consultation with
USDOE on this critical issue. The consultation meeting should
include a responsible USDOE official who can give timely and com-
plete information on ranking methods, their implementation, and
how the results of the ranking process will be used to select
sites for characterization. I also request a three week comment
period so the Board can officially comment on information and
plans presented at the consultation meeting.

Clearly this is an important issue requiring immediate action.
Please contact me or Terry Husseman at (206) 459-6570 to schedule
the meeting.

Sincerely

q'101A 643I~AVERS' dtgo
Warren Bishop
Chair

Enclosure

cc: Frank Press
Benard Rusche
Affected Tribes
First Round States
Congressional Delegation

bcc: Mike G 1I l ++1
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NUCLEAR WASTE BOARD

RESOLUTION 85-7
December 20, 1985

WHEREAS, public concerns-have'been'raised concerning health

effects from past, current, and future operations on the Hanford

site;

WHEREAS, the Nucleir Waste Policy Act (NWPA) confirms that the

federal government has the'responsibility to provide for the

permanent disposal of high-level radioactive waste and such spent

nuclear fuel as may be disposed'of in order to protect the public

health and safety and the environment;

WHEREAS, the state of Washington Radioactive Waste'Act declares

that the safe transportin'g,-'handling,;'storage, or otherwise caring

for radioactive wastes-is'required to protect the health, safety,

and welfare of the citizens of the.state;

WHEREAS, the Hanford site is being considered as a site for a

nuclear waste repository;

WHEREAS, any radiological exposures of the general public from a

nuclear waste repository must meet applicable safety standards;

WHEREAS, if the Hanford site-is chosen for characterization,

relevant epidemiologic studies of delayed health effects on and

around the Hanford site will provide a baseline for future

studies;

WHEREAS, the Nuclear Waste Board requires independent, expert

assistance to assess the adequacy of previously conducted and

ongoing epidemiologic studies and the feasibility and usefulness

of conducting further epidemiologic studies of delayed health

effects on and around the Hanford site;

WHEREAS, the Center for Disease Control (CDC) is the appropriate

independent federal agency to lead and direct such an assessment;

and



WHEREAS, in 1983, the CDC selected a group of epidemiologists and

other appropriate scientists to review the past and current

epidemiologic studies in persons working at and/or living around

the Savannah River Plant in the state of South Carolina.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, by the Nuclear Waste Board, that:

1. The U.S. Department of Energy (USDOE) is requested to

cooperate in arranging, at the earliest reasonable time,

for the Center for Disease Control (CDC) to independently

assess the feasibility and usefulness of conducting

further epidemiologic studies of delayed health effects on

and around the Hanford site.

2. The CDC should review relevant epidemiologic studies of

populations on and around the site, provide a list of

additional studies for consideration, and estimate the

feasibility and priority for each study listed.

3. The Board directs the Nuclear Waste Board Chair to trans-

mit this resolution to appropriate persons in USDOE, CDC,

and the state of Washington Congressional delegation.

Approved at Olympia this I O day of ______ 1985.

WARREN BISHOP, CHAIR

NUCLEAR WASTE BOARD


